Abstract: Storing a significant fraction of energy in electron gas, surface plasmon offers a highly effective mechanism for strong localization of light and local field enhancement. Naturally there has been extensive research worldwide for their applications in various fields of photonics and optics. One of the latest emerging frontiers in plasmonics research is the study of plasmonic enhancement of nonlinear optical processes. Among them, luminescence upconversion has attracted much interest. In contrast to the nonlinear susceptibility based frequency conversion processes, luminescence upconversion is efficient even when excited by incoherent light with low intensity. This prompted much interest for potential applications in solar energy conversion and bioimaging.

In this talk, I will start with an introduction to surface plasmon and frequency upconversion processes and then present the electrodynamic principles governing the luminescence upconversion process in a plasmonic nanostructure. I will then present our spectroscopic studies on the plasmon enhanced luminescence upconversion, which identified the enhancement mechanisms and factors for all processes involved in the luminescence upconversion. Finally, I will present a new therapeutic approach for bladder cancer based on plasmon-upconversion nanoclusters. Biological tissue is highly transparent to the near-infrared light. By using plasmon-upconversion nanoclusters excited by near-infrared light, one can detect cancer cells via upconversion luminescence and also selectively ablate cells with minimal damage to surrounding tissue. It is also possible to perform photothermal and photodynamic dual therapy. For this, we developed techniques of synthesizing plasmon-upconversion nanoclusters and bioconjugation with antibody to epidermal growth factor receptor for cancer targeting. I will show the latest results from our \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} experiments, which clearly show the potential of this approach.
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